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"digital personhood" in the 1980s







How do people think about their data now
that it's distributed everywhere, with much not even accessible?





Carole Cadwalladr
Facebook's Role in Brexit
and the threat to Democracy

https://www.ted.com/talks/carole_cadwalladr_facebook_s_role_in_brexi
t_and_the_threat_to_democracy



but what [ does / should it ] mean?

what kinds of control actually benefit
or are necessary precursors to
a healthy 'digital personhood'?





actually a lie

people control what they put
online, and can take things
offline too with certainty

but they can't with ipfs

what?
graceful degradation
offline functionality?

centralisation
is due to 
economics
not architecture

https://ipfs.io/#why



What sorts of control would be most beneficial 
to digital persons?

• privacy  (information boundaries)

• autonomy (external influences)

• attention and addiction (self)

• empowerment (personal information)

Fixing it: how might such control be re-gained?

• establishing good mental models

• establishing trustworthy data spaces 

• moral automation

• self control re-training and scaffolding



control as experience (for another discussion some rainy day)

phenomenologically being
is experiential and automation
can replace, supplant or stand
synthesise new experiences



Irwin Altman's "The Environment and Social Behavior" 
(1975)

"Privacy management is not about setting rules and 
enforcing them; rather, it is the continual management of 
boundaries between different spheres of action and 
degrees of disclosure within those spheres."

Leysia Palen and Paul Dourish: Unpacking "privacy" for a 
networked world. (CHI '03).

"Participation in the networked world is not always 
deliberate, […] the bounds of identity definition are not 
always within one's total control."

"Technology and personal information is haunted by the 
spectre of Big Brother […], as, in 1984, the actual threat 
is of potential monitoring; `there was of course no way 
of knowing whether you were being watched at any 
moment.'  This is also true of Bentham’s Panopticon, a 
metaphor Foucault and others have used."

privacy as controlling as information boundaries



Reality itself is undergoing the same kind of fictional metamorphosis 

as did persons [to labor], nature [to real estate], and exchange [to 

money]. 

Now ‘reality’ is subjugated to commodification and monetization and 

reborn as ‘behavior.’  Data about the behaviors of bodies, minds, and 

things take their place [ …] produces the possibility of modifying the 

behaviors of persons and things for profit and control. 

Shoshanna Zuboff: Big other: surveillance 
capitalism and the prospects of an 
information civilization. 
Journal of Information Technology 30.1 (2015): 75-89.



Gartner

Digital Marketing Transit Map
https://www.gartner.com/newsroom/id/2522415

direct effect #1: 

ubiquitous surveillance

{ websites, mobile apps,

IoT devices }



List of known severe data breaches, May 2018

https://www.itgovernance.co.uk/blog/list-of-data-

breaches-and-cyber-attacks-in-may-2018-17273571-

records-leaked/

direct effect #2 :

normalisation of 

irresponsible

data handling,

& routine large scale 

breaches of sensitive 

personal data



an individual's ability to govern one's self, independent of 

one's place in a metaphysical order or her role in social 

structures, political institutions, … [technical architectures, or 

platforms]

To be one's own person, to be directed by considerations, 

desires, conditions, and characteristics that are not simply 

imposed externally upon one, but are part of what can somehow 

be considered one's authentic self. 

Autonomy in this sense seems an irrefutable value, especially 

since its opposite — being guided by forces external to the self 

and which one cannot authentically embrace — seems to mark 

the height of oppression.

* Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy https://plato.stanford.edu/entries/autonomy-moral/

2. control for achieving autonomy*



facebook's emotional contagion experiment

(Kramer et al, Facebook and Cornell, June 2014)



https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2017/may/01/face
book-advertising-data-insecure-teens



our environments are driven by misaligned incentives

text, chat, call, post

privately share photos,

keep things forever

joke, troll, spy, stalk

facebook wants to

understand everything

you like and dislike, and

keep track of what you do

infer what you might buy

predict what you might do

people want to 



“living in an ikea”



direct effect #3 :

carefully tuned

clickbait-content 

economy 

prioritises addiction &

binge-consumption 

https://www.nytimes.com/2017/11/04/business/media/youtube-kids-paw-patrol.html

3. self-control



https://www.theatlantic.com/magazine/archive/2016/11/the-binge-breaker/501122/

3. self control 
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The methods and procedures by which we handle, categorise, and retrieve information on 
a day-to-day basis (Lansdale 1988)

Such a system includes “a person’s methods and rules for acquiring the information … the 
mechanisms for organising and storing the information, the rules and procedures for 
maintaining the system, the mechanisms for retrieval, and procedures for producing 
various outputs" (Barreau 1995)

Keeping, (including Archiving)
Finding
Re-finding
M-level activities:

Management
Mapping
Maintenance and Organisation

Sensemaking

4. control as management of personal information         











Our personal information spills far beyond the digital PIM tools designed to manage them



The use of paper has increased with the introduction of digital tools [Harper + Sellen]
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have PIM problems gone away with cloud based PIM?

No, they've gotten worse (O. Bergman, 2018 et al.): 

New challenges are outpacing solutions.

Old PIM practices stay the same (organisation)
New PIM problems (email overload -> slack & messaging overload)

fragmentation much higher
"impossible" problems (un-keepable)
un-repurposable data
lack of integration
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fixing it

• establishing good mental models (Privacy X-Ray)

• establishing trustworthy data spaces  (INDX, HAT, Databox)

• moral automation (ARETHA)

• self control re-training and scaffolding (tbd…)



Multi-party data collection



App Source 
Code

Data 
Flows

Decompil
e

Code 
Analysis

Static Analysis: An alternative approach is to decompile apps and analyse the code directly, looking for all 
references to destinations and data sent



App

Google Analytics

Facebook Ads

Fabric.io

Doubleclick

Bitstadium

Scorecard Research

Crashalytics

Login.Facebook

Yahoo-Usage

Moat Ads

Google

Facebook

Twitter

Google

Microsoft

Comscore

Twitter

Facebook

Oath:

Moat Ads

App Models

Google Play Store (UK region)

1,034,529 most popular apps 

from 49 app categories
[ discover > download > analyse > model ]



Third Party Tracking in the Mobile Ecosystem (WebSci '18)

https://dl.acm.org/citation.cfm?doid=3201064.3201089

Measuring Third Party Tracker Power in the Mobile Ecosystem (TOIT '18)

https://dl.acm.org/citation.cfm?id=3176246



99 Cent I, Andreas Gursky (2001)



Data Controllers / 

Companies

Impact/

Exposure

Apps



125% normal speed

https://hip.cat/stuff/Refine-Detailed-Preview-1080p.mp4



Bigger = more scrutiny

Views on Data Controllers

For the big companies, I’m sure the regulation is more strict and a 

lot of people are really carefully watching them for what they are 

doing, so I feel they’re probably relatively safer than whatever or 

whoever these are [points to tail end].  (P15)

Bigger = already have it 
The bigger the conglomerate, the more likely they will have your 

data anyway, so what’s the point [of concern] ? (P1)

Bigger = more responsibility

Because [big platforms] collect so much data, I kind of feel like they're 

probably OK! I mean, people know that they have all this data; 

whereas the ones on the right, I feel like there's more risk there - I don't 

trust them. Like Google, I'm not worried about Google - I mean, if 

Google turn on us, we're done [for] anyway, so… (P11)



Bespoke Privacy Concerns

and Sensitivities

If I get an app, I’m always careful to see if the developers 

are from mainland China... They seem like independent 

companies, but all the people know that these companies are 

controlled by the Chinese government—and they have very 

large centres for consolidating people’s data. (P18)

Bespoke / Personal Needs



Data Controllers as 'People'? (Media 

Equation)

Do I trust all of these people? No! I’ve never 

heard of them before, I didn’t invite them to my 

house. What are they doing here? So they 

should get out!  (P19)

Meta Observations

I suppose I expected Google to have so much because I 

do use a lot of Google Apps, but looking at it like this is 

simply alarming! The fact that Google can get so much 

more than the others alone...  (P19)

Google is like a friend: "I’ll just sit here and look after 

this information—your photos and stuff. I know that I 

need you sometimes, but you need me! And it all works 

out in the end." (P19)

Mutualism or 'Silicon Valley 

Syndrome'? 





IoT Refine: Making Smart Home Devices Accountable for Their Data Disclosures
IET Conference London, May 1 2019





v

at the
centre of 
each person’s
ecosystem
is their
social personal
data store

re-de-centralised 
web w/ INDX,

the world's first
Social PDS

trustworthy data spaces  (INDX, HAT, Databox)



TIMON: Heterogeneous microblogging: 
Microblogging between
two systems with different
schemata (CIMBA on SOLID, Timon on INDX)





personal lifetime user modelling (2001-2007)

semantic lifelogging on desktop
and mobile phones



"Alexa, play 
some music"





Internet of Kant

Categorical Imperative

Act in such a way that you treat humanity, 
whether in your own person or the person 
of any other, never simply as a means but 
always at the same time as an end

respect for persons as the basis of 
morality

(Grundlegung zur Metaphysik der Sitten (Groundwork of the Metaphysics of Morals) 
(1785/1996, 4:429)





ALGORITHMS CORRECTNESS,  RUNTIME COMPLEXITY

AXIOMS SOUNDNESS, COMPLETENESS

SYSTEMS RELIABILITY, SECURITY, CAPABILITY

CLASSIFIERS ACCURACY, PRECISION

PROPERTIES OF THE SYSTEMS WE BUILD



ALGORITHMS CORRECTNESS,  RUNTIME COMPLEXITY

AXIOMS SOUNDNESS, COMPLETENESS

SYSTEMS RELIABILITY, SECURITY, CAPABILITY

CLASSIFIERS ACCURACY, PRECISION

PROPERTIES OF THE SYSTEMS WE BUILD

FAIRNESS, ACCOUNTABILITY

RESPECT, { HONESTY, LOYALTY }



virtual assistant

choice labyrinth

respectful!

start!

The "ethical 

diagnostic"

method





The ARETHA 
Project*

a FOSS platform for experimenting
with respectful behaviours using
DIY hardware for a smarter home

* Artificial Respect Experiments Towards 
Human Acceptance

R-E-S-P-E-C-T
Find out what it means to me



Might Virtual Assistants go even further to

help us achieve autonomy in hostile 

environments?

What if they worked to help you to actively 

detect and evade unwanted and non-

consentful surveillance and manipulation?  



Adam Harvey - CVDazzle







social 

steganography Hiding in Plain Sight plugin to support in-

group communication in open channels.



lieCloud - a (mostly fictional) suite of tools for pro-social deception

lieCal

lieTinerary

liecation

lieMapper

social 

steganography



lieCal

A well-meaning

predictive

calendar 

manager

that "might" 

mess up some of 

the time



lieCloud experiment

lieMoves

Lets you set where 

you

want to be located by 

apps using various 

degrees of 

granularity, fidelity 

and realism.



(productivity 

tools that 

support users, 

but automate 

noisily for others)

automated 

deception

pro-

social 

framing

crap robots for 

plausible 

deniability

+ =

future tools



Addiction and 

Self-Control



Behavioural design have gotten us into this mess..

can they get us out? 

What about apps to get us un-addicted & 

restore [and build] self-control?

Forest:
"Grow your concentration"



We are only beginning to 

understand

the space of anti-distraction tools

.. and very far from starting to 

understand how digital systems

might actually enhance self-control 

skill-building and scaffold positive

mental health skills

"Self Control in Cyberspace: Applying Dual Systems Theory 

to a Review of Digital Self-Control Tools" https://arxiv.org/pdf/1902.00157.pdf



Thanks very much!

https://www.petrashub.org/portfolio-
item/respectful-things-in-private-spaces-
investigating-ethical-data-handling-for-very-
personal-devices-retips/

I'm @emax
emax@cs.ox.ac.uk
hip.cat/emax 

autonomy.cs.ox.ac.uk


